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EXTRACURRICULAR AND VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES

Object: Motivational Letter – Allen D. Williams 2014 Scholarship
As far as I can remember, engineering has always been a part of
my life. Raised by a contractor, I started working in the
construction field at an early age. Rapidly, my curiosity and sense
of efficiency put me on the path towards science and later
engineering. From the start, I wanted to make a difference in my
community and industry and actively worked towards this goal.
My contribution to the engineering world to date includes:
 Project manager-Transportation Roche Ltd. (“Roche”) and
start-up office manager in Ottawa/Gatineau
 Founder and Chair of Roche Young Leader Network
 Cofounder and current Chair of AICQ Young Professional
(“YP”) Forum
 First elected Chair of ACEC YP Network
 Member of the FIDIC YP steering committee and
instigator of a new international training platform for YP
within FIDIC
A major project at Roche consisted in raising the Ottawa and
Gatineau resident’s quality of life by implementing a new rapid
bus system in dense urban city (more than 12km), a project I led.
I was rapidly appointed responsible of design and
multidisciplinary coordination of the project dealing with
numerous stakeholders, employees, subcontractors, politicians
and the community. I was recognized for my creativity and
innovation in developing a unique and sustainable solution for all
stakeholders. In order to succeed, the project required strong
interpersonal and communication skills and high quality
standards. These skills have assured a fluid progress of the
project between the design and construction phases. I also was
rapidly identified to lead multiple multidisciplinary projects as
Roche identified my strength to build efficient teams that leave
no stone unturned. I am a trusted advisor, team builder and never
hesitate to help peers achieve their goals.

professional to the AICQ board of directors and constantly bring
new ideas and insights to both existing and new subject matters.
Following 2011 ACEC summit, I created a national group that
unite all the YP Groups across Canada. As the first elected chair
of the YP Network, I strengthen existing YP Groups by facilitating
communications between them but also helped raise four new
provincial chapters. In addition, I significantly increase our
industry profile and awareness by having numerous press
coverage through multiple articles in local and international
newspapers highlighting how tomorrow’s societies will only
benefit and value engineering if we keep innovating and
constantly questioning our ways toward higher quality solutions.
The 2014 A.D. Williams Scholarship would represent a great honor
and would assist my career development to make a difference in
promoting and enhancing the profession by uniting, raising
profile and taking positions. This would be possible by having the
opportunity to participate to the renowned FIDIC conference and
have the unique opportunity to share and network with
international leaders but also emerging leaders. The scholarship
will help me continue my contribution to our industry but also
develop a more leading and permanent role in FIDIC committees.
This experience would also highly contribute to the development
of my skills toward becoming a valued executive member in my
firm.

“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for
tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop
questioning.” —Albert Einstein
Our success as an industry is to build through innovative
projects a better society. This is my inspiration.

For this past year, I have been leading the new initiative for Roche
to develop new markets, developing and managing a start-up
office in the Ottawa/Gatineau region. We are already enjoying
some success and I am looking forward to our goal of creating
wealth and jobs locally.
In addition, I was drawn towards strengthening our industry by
introducing the first YP forum in Quebec. As such, I was one of
the founders of the AICQ YP Forum and for the past two years, I
have been leading this group as President. By putting together a
great team of peers, I built strong relationships with universities
across Quebec, created new channels of communication,
developed renowned training activities and instigated acclaimed
social networking events that reach today more than 1000 young
professionals.
Furthermore, as the AICQ recognized our contribution to the
future of the profession, I was the first appointed young
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